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A Steiner triple system S(o) of order v is said to be k-rotational (k positive integer) if it 
admits an automorphism consisting of a single fixed point and preciseiy k (u - 1)/k-cycles. We 
obtain a necess 
9 
ry and sufficient condition for the existence of l-rotational and 2-rotational 
Steiner triple sy+tems. We also enumerate nonisomorphic l- and 2-rotationat S(u)‘s of small 
orders. 
1. 
A Steiner systm S( t, k, v) is a pair (V, B) where V is a zj-set and B is a 
collection of k-subsets of V (called blocks) such that every t-subset of V is 
contained in exactly one block. Steiner systems S(2,3, v) are called Steiner fr@Ze 
systems (briefly STS) and will be denotei by S(v); v is called the order of S(v). It 
is well-known that an S(v) exists if and. only if v = 1 or 3 (mod 6); orders 
satisfying this condition are admissible. Therefore whenever considering STSs it is 
understood that the considerauions are restricted to admissible orders. An au- 
t~morphism of an S(v) (V, B) is a mapping of V onto itself which preserves B. 
Let (Y be a permutation of degree tr and ty e b] = fjl, j2, . . . , jJ, i.e. Q consists 
of precisely jj cycles of length i, and c Q F v. An S(v) admitting EW as its 
automorphism will be denoted by S,lv) or Sfil( v). One may ask the following 
question: given a permutation (X of type Q], what is the spectrum for S&$c, i.c. 
for what (admissible) orders v dtoes there exist an Scil(v)? As far as we can tell this 
question has been answered completely (i.e. a nontrivial spectrum has been 
determined) only for two (nontrivial) types of permutations: 
(i) El = IP, . - . g 0, 11, i.e. cy consists of a single cycle of length v; any such scil( v) 
is called cyclic. I; was shown fir j;t by Peltesohn [ 121 that a cyclic S(U) exists if and 
only if v = 1 or 3 (mod 6) and vf9 (see also [ll, 15,173). 
(ii) [i] = [1, +(v - l), 0, . . . 7 01, i.e. cy is an involution fixing exactly one element; 
any such S&v) is called reverse. It is known [9,16,I8] that a reverse S(v 1 exists if 
and oaly if v = 1 or 3 or 9 or ‘19 (mod 24). 
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IIn this paper we consider the above qJes,tion f0r Fermutatians of type b’“‘] = 
I!, O, . . . , 0: k, 0,. . . , Of where k is a positive integer, j, = 1, jCo_l),,k =k and ji = 0 
,,~n:~~se; we call any Sum, a k-rot.atioml S(u). 
In Sections 2 and 3 we clbtain necrssary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of l-rotational and :2-rotationa 1 STSs, respectively. Section 4 discusses 
briefly k-rotational STSs for k 23. Sel:t on 5 contains results concerning the 
(computer-assisted) enumerati80n of non o:,morphic 1 -rotational and 2-rotational 
S( u)‘s for u c 27 and t, < 25, respectively. 
2. ‘IBe ehktence of l-rotational Steiner triple systems 
Let Z = Z,,_, U{m}, and let a = (m)(J 1 . . . t, - 2,) be an automorphism of a 
I-rotatioral §Cu) (V, B). Since (01, i, j} E B implies {a> i + 1, j + 1) E B, it follows 
t’+at {m, i, j} E B if and only if i - j =!(I> - 1) (mod u - 1); in other words, any 
_ -r:rtational S(u) c stains i(u - 1) triph:s of the form (00, i, i + ${u - I)} mod u. All 
3-subsets of V not containing the elenient 00 are partitioned into orbits under a: 
all of which are of length u - 1 except possibly a single orbit Q. of length f(u - 1) 
of .triples (0, f(ti - l), $(u - 1)). It is eaGly seen that no l-rotational S(u) contains 
triples of Q(,: this would require u = 1 (mod 6), and at the same time, there would 
be need for further &u (u - 1) - f( u - 1) - $( u - 1) = i( u -- l)( u - 5) triples in B which 
woald then necessarily have to be partitioned into &u- 5) orbits of length u - 1; 
this is obviously impossible as i(u -5) is not an inte,ger. Thus the remaining 
iu(t;-1)-$(u-l)=a(u-1)(2,-3) triples of B fall into i(u-3) orbits of length 
o - I.. If {a, b, c} is a triple in one such orbit the : clearly the six differences 
*(cl - b). *(a-c), *(b -c) are all distinct, and if {c 1, bi, c,), {a,, bz, cz} are two 
triples from two distinct orbits in B then the corresyoncling 12 differences are all 
dinmct. Since there are still v - 3 non-zero differences ‘ available” it f0llows that 
&(u _ -3) must be an integer, and so we must have 
u = 3 (mod 6). (1) 
On !,ile other hand, since u is odd, the automorphisrrl CY(‘~-~)‘~ is a permutation of 
typeLj]=[1&-l),O,..., 01, and so (V, B) is a rev :rse S(u). It follows 1161 that 
o = 1 or 3 or 9 or A9 (mod 24). (2) 
The congruences (1) and (211 together yield 
Lemma 2.1. A necessary condition for the existence of a l-rotationai Sl( U) is u = 3 
or 9 (mod 24). 
Betbre we proceed to the main result of this section, we need one more 
deEn;tion (which will be needl.:d also in Section 3). 
An (A, k)-::ystem (a (B, k)-.system, respectively) 1151 IS a set oi ordered pair.s 
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KQr, h,) I r = 19 l . . , k) such that b,-a,=r for I= 1,. . . , k, and U,“=l{a,b,}= 
11 2 ,..., 2k:} (=(1,2 ,...) 2k - 1,2k + l), respectively). An (A, k)-system and a 
(i, k)-systeln are essentially the same as a Skolem k-se>uence and a hooked 
Skolem k-sf:quenee, respectively [l 1,173. It is well-known ‘that an (A, k)-system 
exists if ant! only if k =rr 0 or 1 (mod 4), and a (I#, k)-system exists if and only if 
k ~2 or 3 (mod4) (see 111, 15,17$ 
Theorem 2.2. A I-rotatlional S(vl exists if and only if v = 3 or 9 (mod 24). 
Proof. In view of Lemma 
condition. 
triples on 
Slo let t; = 3 or 
C” as follows: 
where 
B1 ={{m, i, i +$(u 
2.1, we have to demonstrate only the sufficiency of the 
9 (mod 24), and let V =’ 2z,_, U(m}. Define a set B of 
- 1)) 1 i = 0, . . . , $(u - 3)), 
B,={{i,i+r,i+b,+k}Ii=O,l,..., v-2;r=l,..., k} 
where (@zJ~,)Ir=l,..., k) is any (-4, k)-system with k = i(v - 3)/6; since ZJ = 3 
or 9 (mod 24), k = 0 or 1 (mod 4) and so an (A, k)-system exists. We claim that 
(V, B) is a 1 -rotational S(v). Indeed, given a pair of elements =, i where i E Z,,_+ 
it is contained in exactly one triple of B1 since clearly the set {(i, i + $(v - 1)) 1 i = 
091 , . . . , i(v -3)) partitions Z,,+ Given a pair i, i E &_l, if j, we look at their 
difference 43,: if A, = $(v - 1) then {i, j} is contained in a unique triple of B.. If 
A, = s f $(v - 1) we may assume w.Lo.~. 1 G s <;(I - 3). The six differences be- 
tween the elements of a triple in B2 are =tr, *(a, + k), *(b, + k), and since the 
difference triples {{r, a, + k, br + k} I r = 1, . . . , k) cover the set (1,2, . . . , i(v - 3)) it 
follows that the pair i, i with A, = s is contained in exactly one triple of B2. Thus 
is an S(v). Observing that cy = (=)(O 1 l l l u - 2) is an automorphism of 
completes the proof. 
existance of 29rotational Steiner triple systans 
Let V = (Z+1),2 x(1, ~})U{QO} and let 
cu = pq((O, l)( 1,l) l l l ($(r~ -- l), lj)((D, 2)(1,2) . l .(&v - u, 2)) 
be an automorphism of a 2-rotational S(v). If $(v - 1) = 0 (mod 2) then CY’~-‘)‘~ is 
a permutation of type b] = [ 1, +(v - l), 0, . . . , 0] so that S(C) is a reverse S(u). But 
a reverse S(,o) camlot exist for v = 13 or 21 (mod 24) thr 3 we have 
A necessary condition for the existence of a 2-mtational S(v) is ~$13 
cft 21 (mod 24). 
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Before we proceed to determine the spectrum of 2-rlDtationa1 STSs, we need a 
few auxikry definitions and results. 
Lemma 3.2. If there exids a cyclic S(u) then there 4 Arts 12 2-rotutlional S(2ir + 1). 
Proof. Let V’= Z, and let. (V, B) be a cyclic S(U), with ‘,q = (0 1 . l . o - 1) its cyclic 
automorphism. Put W =: (Z, x { 1,2}) U (00) where 01 is a new symbol, and define a 
set of triples C on W z s follows: 
where 
C, == {k (i, l), tk 2)) I i E ZJ, 
Cz={{(i,l),(i-j,2),(i+j,2)}1iE&,j= ., :! ,..., f(u--l)}, 
C3 = {Ki, I), (i, I), (k I)) I {k i, kk W. 
It is a routine master to see that ( W, C) is an S(Z:u + 1 ), and that 
QI = (0, Ml? 0 ’ * ’ (u - 1, l))((O, 2)(1, :!) ’ l ’ (u - 1,2)) 
if, its automosrphism. 
I.,ema 3,3. Any 1-rotatiorzal S(u) is also 2-rotadonal. 
P’roof. Hy Theorem 2.1, ;.t l-rotational S(c) ex’ st 3 if and only if u = 3 or 9 
(mod 24). In this case. $(I) -. 1) 1: 0 (mod 2), and so for al Iny permutation c~1 of type 
[,;I = [l, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 01, CX~ is of type [l, 0, . . . , 0,2 0, . . . 9 O] (i.e. j+1j12 = 2), ;Ind 
tlhe statement of the lemm,a follows. 
L)efMtion 3.4. Let k be a natural number, and 1c:t 
S(k)={l, 2,. . . ,2k - 1,2k + 1,2k + 2, . . . , dk a- l}, 
1(2,3,4, ’ l ’ , 2k) if k is odd, 
T(k)‘= \{l, 3,4,. . . ,2k} if k is even. 
A set of 2k- 1 ordered pairs {(c,, d,) 1 rE T(k)} such ihae d,-c, = r for all rE T’k) 
and LJ ET(k) ‘I c,, d,} = S(k) will be called an (F, k)- system. 
Lemms 3.5. An IF, k)-system exists if and only i,S k # 2::. 
Proof. We have T(2) = { 1.) 3, ~$1 but is easily GX: ia that the set Z?(Z) = 
{1,2,3,5,6,7} camot be pmtitioned into three Fairs lraving differences 1,3,4* 
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k= 1:(1,3), 
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k = 3 : (1,3), (8, 1% @,9), (2,7), (4,W, 
k--4:(13,14), ($6); (I&, (2,7), (a$, HI), (5,12), (1,9) 
k = 5:(6,8), (l&19), (14 18), (l2,17), 
(1,7), (2,9), (3,11), (4,13), G, 1%. 
Let now k 3 6, and distinguish three cases: 
Case 1. k even, k = 2s, k s 6; then the following pairs form an I:F, k)-system: 
(r+1,2k-r) r= 1 ,...,k-2, 
(2k+l+r,4k--1-r) r=l,...,s-2, 
(Ss-l+r,7s-l-r) r=l ,...I s-2, 
(1,2k + 1), (k, 3k -2), (k + 1,3k), (3k - 1,4k - I), (7s - 1,7s). 
Case 2. k=3 (mod4), k~7, k= LAS +3; then the following pairs form an 
(F, k)-system: 
(rf 1,2k-r) r= 1 ,...,k-.2, 
r=l .‘s , . . . , L. ) 
(2k+1+2r,4k+1_2r) r=l - , . . . , 3, 
‘2k+2s+1+2r,3k+2s_2r) \ t=l,...,s--1 (sa2), 
@,2k + l), (k, 3k -i~,(k+1,3k),(3k-1,4k-2),(3k+Zs,3k+Zs+2). 
Case 3. k = 1 (mod 4), k 3 9, k = 4s + 1; then t!x. following pairs form an 
(I?, k)-system: 
(r,2k --l-r) r= 1,. . ., k--2, 
(k - 1,3k -2), (k, 3k), (2k - 1,4k -3), 
and (a) for s = 2 
(19,29), (2% 32), (21,35), (22,24), (23,31), (26,30), (2:$34); 
(b) for s sz3 
(2r,-1+2r, 4k-3-2r) r ,_, 1 s, V’**Y 
(2k+2r,$k-2r) r= 1 s, 7 . l l 9 
(;!k+&+3+2r,3k+2s_:2-2r) r=l,...,s-3 (s>3), 
(;!,k+2s~2~4t,3k+2s+3-,~~) r= 1, . . , ,@s-I)] (s:+2), 
(2k+2s+4r, 3k+2s-3-4r) t= 1,. =. y[&--2)] (3>3), 
(3k+2,4k-l), (2k+2si1,2t+2s+3)1, 
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and 
(3k-3,3k+l) 
I 
if s is odd, 
(3k-1,3k+3) ii s is even. 
The verifications are tedious but straightforward. This co 
lerlma. 
npletes the proof of the 
Lemma 3.6. If u = 1 (mod 24~, there exists a 2-rota iona w-9. 
Proof. The proof is by direct construction. Let 
v=24t+ 1, V=(Z,,,xU,2)uW, 
a=@)(01 11 * - . (l;!t- l)& 12 l * ( 12t- l)* 1; 
here instead of (x, i) we write for brevity Xi. 
Define a set of triples B on V as follows: 
B=B,UB&B~UB&U3~UBg 
where the sets B, ;3re as follows (\for brevity we writt: for each orb,it under (II only 
its representative; it is understood that the elements arz &veloped modulo 12t to 
producz the remaining blocks of the orbit): 
where {(a,. 1\,) 1 r = 1, . . . ,6t - 1) i*; an (A, 6r-- 1)-systl:m or a (B, 6~ 1)-system 
(see Section 2) depending on whether c is odd or e.ren, 
Bs : I {{O,, 12, 2,)) if t is odd., {{O,, 22, 3,)) if t is even, 
B,: 
I 
HO,, I*, 1 O,}, {O,, 52, 112}, {O,., 3;9 72)) If l = 2, 
{{% k + 2% (4 +- W21 I r E W) if if2 
where {(c,, d,) 1 r E T(t)} is any (F, I!)-system (see DefiMot’i 3.4). Then (V, 13) is an 
S( 2~). in order to verify this claim, consider pairs of distinct elements 0:: V. If such 
a pair contailns the element 00 then clearly it is cont;ain(:d in a unique triple: of E$. 
Suppose our pair is i,, il. Then it is contained in a unique triple of B1 if i -- j = 6t, 
in a unique triple of B2 if i - j = :t4t, and in a unique triple of B3 otherwise {by 
virtue of how an (A, k)- or (B, k)-system was defined). S’tippose our pair is il, jz; 
then it is contained in a unique triple of B4 if j - i =: a, t - 1 or bhc - 1, in a unieque 
t:-iple of’ B5 if j - i = - 1 or -2 provided t is odd, and i -- 1 = - 1 or -3 provided t is 
even, and in a unique triple of B3 otherwise (if tf 21). Fi nally, if our pair is iz, jz 
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then it is contained in a unique triple of B1 if i - j = 6r, in a unique triple of & if 
i - j = *4l, in a unique triple of B5 if i - j = * 1 provided t is odd, and if i - j = =f~2 
provided t is even, and in a unique triple of fi6 otherwise. Thus (V, B) is an S(u); 
moreover, LY is obviously an automorphism of (V, B). 
Theorem 3.,5. A 2-rotation 4 S(v) exists if and only if v = 1, 3, 7, 9, 15 or 19 
(mod 24). 
Proof. The necesGty was shown in Lemma 3 1. The sufficiency for orders v = 3 or 
9 (mod 24) follows from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.3. Since a cyclic S(u) exists 
for all orders v = 1 or 3 (mod 6) except v = 9 [ 121 it follows by Lemma 3.2 that a 
2-rotational S(v) exists for all orders v = 3 or 7 (mod 12) except possibly v = 19. 
However, a 2-rotational S( 19) exists, and, in fact, all such nonisomorphic systems 
are enumerated below in Section 5. Finally, the existence of a 2-rotational S(z)) 
for v = 1 (mod 24) follows from Lemma 3.6. 
It can be shown, in a manner similar to that of Sections 2 and 3, that a 
necessary condition for the existence of a 3-rotational S(v) is v = 1 or 19 
(mod 24), of a 4-rotational S(v) is TV = 1, 9, 13 or 21 (mod24), and of a 
5-rotational S(v) is v = 1, 5 1,81 or 91 (mod 120). The general existence problem 
for k-rotational STSs with b, = 3,4,5 remains open although, for instance, it 
follows easily from Section 3 that 4-rotational S(v) exists for all u = 1 ;)r 9 
(mod 24), and a 5rotational S(v) exists for all v = 5 1 or 81 (mod 120). Also, a 
3-rotational S(19) (see Example 1 below) and a 4-rotational S(13) and S(21) (see 
Example 2 below) do exist, and so it seems to us reasonable to conjecture that the 
above necessary co&i tions are also su%cient. 
On the other hand, the following result is an easy corollary to the results of 
Sections 2 and 3. 
Theorem 4.1. A 6-rotational S(v) exists if and only if v = 1, 7 or 19 (mrd 24. 
Example 1. A 3-rotational SJ9). 
Elements: V=(Z,+(l, 2,3~)U{c~o}. 
Base blocks: 
Ia), Oi9 3,) i = 1,2,3, 
(0,2i, 4,) i = 1,293, 
{01~11,22~, W,, 12, 431, {O,? 13,311, [O,, 02, Q,), 
K)l, %13), (0,,32,2,‘-, {0,,42, S,}. 
112xample 2. A (&rotational S(2i.). 
Elemenls: V := (Zs X (1,2,3,4)) U (33). 
Base blocks: 
5. Enumeration of I- and 2-rotational Steiner triple systems of small orders. 
Denote by N(v) the number of nonisomorphic ,s( ‘2. )‘s. The values of N(u) a 
known exactly for v < 15. However, N(o) is knolwrl till grow very fast (asymptoi 
tally, N( ij) - exp({;( v - 1)) so that the exact value Iof IV v) for v 2 19, besides beir 
hard to determine, is of little practical interest (one hills already N( 19) > 28400( 
Therefore it seems more reasonable to strive for a (po&bly constructive) enume 
ation of !j(v)‘s with certain additional properties so th;lt the task becomes feasib 
and the obtained numerical values are “within reasonable bounds”. Bays [2] w 
apparently first to move in this direction when hc enumerated cyclic S(v)% fl 
T G 37 and v = 43 ; recently, Colbourn [4] using co rrnputer, verified Bays’s resul 
for v s 3’7 and extended the enumeration of cyclic S( ~1)‘s up to v < 45, correcti] 
in the: process the value obtained by Bays for v = 4:) @ee also [6]). The only 0th 
result in this spirit, as far as we can tell, isI due to Deilniston [7], who has shop 
recently that there are exactly 184 noniuomorphic rctlerse S( 19)‘s. 
We have determined that 
( 1) th,nre are exactly 10 nonisomorphic 2-rotation2 S( 19)‘s, and 
(2) there are exactly 35 nonisomorphic 1-rotationa’ S(27)‘s. 
The systems were gener ated by hand but camp uf er was used to test isomorpi 
ism of obtained designs. Clique analysis was employed in the isomorphism testil 
in the former case while cycle structure was used to distinguish nonisonrorph 
Table 1. The ten 2-rotational Steiner triple systems of order ’ 9 
--- 
All systems contain the base blocks {y 0,, 0,). (O,, 3,, 6,) modu o 0. and also thz 
followin:; base blocks modulo 9: 
No. 1 0, 1,3_, 5, 0,3, 314, 02 6, II, 0; 2,7,02 
No. 2 02 12 32 7, 0,5, 3, 4, (‘2 5,6,0: l,S, 0, 
No. 3 02 22 32 5,0,4, 3,4,22 6, a, 0: 2,710; 
No. 4 022232 ‘102 52 3, 4, :I, 6, 8, O- I,% 02 
No. 5 0, 12 32 5102 42 6, 7, 0, 2*4,0: 31 8, 02 
No. 6 02 1, ?2 8102 5, 6, ‘1 (‘2 2\4,0; l,S,Oz 
No. 7 02 22 -12 5102 42 6, 7, 02 21% 0: 3,&O, 
No. 8 (‘2 2, 32 8102 52 6,7*02 21% 0; 1,%02 
No. 9 02 12 32 6,024, v%o2 4,s, 0; 317102 
No. 10 02 12 3, 7, 0242 WV2 41510; 31',0* 
- _.. 
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Table 2. The thirty-five l-rotational Steiner triple systems of order 
27 
All systems contain the base block 1~. 0.131 modulo 26, afld also 
the f&owing~four base blocks moduia’26: ’ 
No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 3 
No. 4 
No. 5 
No. 6 
No. 7 
No. 8 
No. 9 
No. 10 
No. 1 I 
No. 12 
No. 13 
No. 14 
No. IS 
No. 16 
No. 17 
No. 18 
No. 19 
No. 20 
No. 21 
No. 22. 
No. 23 
No. 24. 
No. 25 
No. 26 
No. 27 
No. 28 
No. 29 
No. 30 
No. 31 
No. 32 
No. 33 
No. 34 
No. 35 
0 110 
0 110 
0 110 
0 110 
0 910 
0 $10 
0 910 
0 910 
0 111 
0 111 
0 111 
0 111 
01011 
01011 
0 10 11 
01011 
0 112 
0 112 
0 112 
0 112 
01112 
01112 
0 11 12 
01112 
0 112 
0 112 
01112 
0 1 5 
0 4 s 
0 1 5 
04s 
0 111 
0 1’11 
0 111 
010 11 
026 
026 
046 
046 
0 2 6 
036 
046 
046 
027 
027 
057 
057 
027 
027 
057 
057 
029 
029 
079 
079 
029 
029 
079 
079 
028 
028 
028 
028 
028 
028 
028 
028 
028 
028 
028 
0 3’11 
0 811 
0 311 
0 811 
0 31n 
0 8!1 
0 311 
0 811 
039 
069 
039 
0 6 9 
0 3 9 
0 6 9 
039 
069 
038 
058 
038 
0 5 8 
038 
058 
038 
OS8 
0 310 
0 310 
0 710 
0 314 
0 314 
01114 
G 3i4 
037 
037 
047 
047 
0512 
0512 
OS12 
OS 12 
0512 
OS 12 
05 12 
05 12 
0412 
04 12 
04 12 
04 12 
0412 
0412 
0412 
0412 
0410 
0410 
04 10 
0410 
0410 
04 10 
0410 
0410 
04 9 
OS 9 
04 9 
07 16 
07 16 
07 16 
0916 
05 14 
09 14 
0914 
0914 
systems in the latter case (cf. [Fi]); in both cases, the respective invariants turned 
out to be complete. 
The systems are listed in Tables 1 and 2. One of the :&rotational S(19)‘s is 
cyclic (system No. 8); it is the block-transitive design belonging to the class of 
designs of order q = 7 (mod 12) described in [3] or [lo]. The automorphism group 
of this system is of order 19.9. The remaining 9 systems have all auto;lrorphism 
group of order 9. For the sake of completeness, we remark that there are exactly 
three 2-rotational S( 15)‘s (see [20]). 
Also, one of the 1 -rotational S(27)‘s (No. 31) is transitive; it i:s, in fact the 
design of points and lines of AG(3,3). 
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Let us remark in conclusion that the existence and enumeration problem for 
designs with prescribed types of automorphisms ha!, bl:en considered for designs 
other than Steiner triple systems in the following cases: cycliic triple systems with 
A > 1 [SJ, cyclic Steiner systems S(2, k, u) for k = 4,5,61 [6], cyclic Steiner 
quadruple systems S(3,4, U) ([S], [14], to name oinly two), and rotational 
S(3,4, U) [l?]. Some of the obtained enumeration results are remarkable, but 
apart f.rom t11e case of cyclic triple systems with A :B 1. the, existence problem in 
every other abovementioned case remains unso1ve.d 
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